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Abstract

Detecting Bug Inducing Commit (BIC) or Just in Time (JIT) defect pre-
diction using Machine Learning (ML) based models requires tabulated
feature values extracted from the source code or historical maintenance
data of a software system. Existing studies have utilized meta-data
from source code repositories (we named them GitHub Statistics or
GS), n-gram-based source code text processing, and developer’s infor-
mation (e.g., the experience of a developer) as the feature values in
ML-based bug detection models. However, these feature values do not
represent the source code syntax styles or patterns that a developer
might prefer over available valid alternatives provided by programming
languages. This investigation proposed a method to extract features
from its source code syntax patterns to represent software commits and
investigate whether they are helpful in detecting bug proneness in soft-
ware systems. We utilize six manually and two automatically labeled
datasets from eight open-source software projects written in Java, C++,
and Python programming languages. Our datasets contain 642 man-
ually labeled and 4,014 automatically labeled buggy and non-buggy
commits from six and two subject systems, respectively. The subject
systems contain a diverse number of revisions, and they are from var-
ious application domains. Our investigation shows the inclusion of the
proposed features increases the performance of detecting buggy and
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non-buggy software commits using five different machine learning classi-
fication models. Our proposed features also perform better in detecting
buggy commits using the Deep Belief Network generated features and
classification model. This investigation also implemented a state-of-
the-art tool to compare the explainability of predicted buggy commits
using our proposed and traditional features and found that our pro-
posed features provide better reasoning about buggy commit detection
compared to the traditional features. The continuation of this study
can lead us to enhance software effectiveness by identifying, minimiz-
ing, and fixing software bugs during its maintenance and evolution.

Keywords: Bug Inducing Commit; Classification; Just in Time (JIT) defect
prediction; Source Code Syntax Pattern; Token Pattern; Token Sequence;
Deep Belief Network; Explainability of Bug Detection.

1 Introduction

There are several studies on detecting buggy commits or Just in Time (JIT)
defect predictions [41–43, 51, 66, 69, 75, 81]; most of these studies either used
statistics extracted from their respective GitHub repositories as features [8, 64]
or features extracted from n-gram [11] based source code processing [67]. These
studies can provide assumptions about whether a commit is bug-inducing or
clean, but they cannot provide any specific idea/ reasoning about how such
bugs have been induced or what could be done to fix those induced bugs.
Existing Studies [22, 36, 43, 69, 82] made it clear that failure in properly doing
the maintenance activity of a software system is one of the most common
reasons for introducing bug(s). A developer who is responsible for doing such
maintenance activity performs coding in some unique syntax patterns or styles.

It is possible to have two different structures and code complexity of the
code fragment written to solve the same problem if two other programmers
write those. This study will practically verify the effect of such a difference
in coding syntax patterns in detecting bug-inducing commits utilizing ML-
based detection models. Nayrolles and Hamou-Lhadj [58] reported the use of
a clone detection tool named Nicad [12] to determine the similarity of a new
buggy code fragment to the code fragment(s) where a bug had already been
fixed previously for suggesting the possible bug fix to the developer. There
are a few more similar studies [33, 34, 49, 50] that investigated generating
bug-fix patterns based on the existing commits patches and identical code
fragments. Suppose we can identify a specific set of coding syntax styles/
patterns responsible for inducing bugs/ inconsistencies in software systems.
We can also determine the similarity of those patterns to the new developers’
code and provide general guidelines to the developers to avoid such patterns or
structures in the codebase. More generalized (e.g., commercial and open-source
software systems of different sizes and application domains) recommendations
about risky commits and their possible fixes can be suggested to software
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developers using the dangerous patterns identified from the commits, which
are most likely to induce bugs in software systems.

Casalnuovo et al. [10] show that the source code of a software system shows
more repetitiveness compared to the natural language text, and developers
prefer some specific implementation of source code statements over other valid
alternatives. For example, let us consider a simple if statement is written in
the C or Java programming language if(x <= y) or if(x < (y + 1)); both
the code fragments have the same meaning but are written in two different
syntax patterns/ style. Different syntax styles or patterns imply differences
in some basic coding elements, such as the number of identifiers, the imple-
mentation of conditions, nesting levels of different statements, and the use of
inter-dependent statements. The preferences of software developers also may
affect the ordering of programming tokens, such as the following two valid
alternatives, a) i = i + 1, b) i = 1 + i. Although both alternative statements
have the same meaning when it is compiled on a computer, they might be per-
ceived in diverse ways when a software developer is working in that software
system later. The difference in such perceptions and preferences by different
programmers/ developers of a software system might add a different level of
complexity during software maintenance and evaluations. A similar scenario
may also happen when different developers are coding complex or larger func-
tionalities.This paper show investigations to verify whether such a difference
in developers’ coding syntax patterns also makes a difference in complexity
level while changing or fixing the identified issues in those code fragments by
detecting the buggy code commits using machine learning and deep learning
classification models. Our investigation utilizes five different ML-based classi-
fication models and compares the performance improvement of BIC detection
using GitHub statistics and code syntax pattern based features.

Our goal in this study is to extract and evaluate developers’ coding syn-
tax patterns-based features in detecting bug-inducing commits (BICs) using
machine learning (ML) classification models. The analysis of these features
will help us identify the distinctive coding syntax patterns from bug-inducing
and clean commits. This identification of these patterns can provide a mean-
ingful idea or reasoning to the software developer about the induced bug in
the software system. Wen et al. [77] published their preliminary fixing strategy
devised by the patterns of Bug Inducing Commits, and their study reported
automatic fix/ repair of eight new bugs, which the state-of-the-art techniques
could not repair. They provided importance on analyzing BIC patterns rather
than analyzing how bugs are being fixed to boost the automatic program repair
(APR) [21, 38, 47, 48, 60, 80] techniques. Our study to evaluate and iden-
tify the developers’ coding syntax patterns responsible for inducing bugs in
software systems could also contribute to finding relevant bug fixing patterns.

Our key contribution to this investigation is to propose source code syntax
pattern-based features to detect bug-inducing commits (BICs) using different
machine learning (ML) models. We compare the performance of detecting BICs
using the combinations of commonly used feature values obtained from similar
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Table 1 Dataset Summary-I (Manually Labeled [76])

Subject
Systems

Application
Domains

BIC
(L = 1)

CC
(L = 0)

BIC+CC

Accumulo
Data Storage
and Retrieval

51 (60%) 34 (40%) 85

Ambari
System Administrators
for Hadoop

34 (47.22%) 38 (52.78%) 72

Hadoop
Distributed Computing
Environment

51 (50.50%) 50 (49.50%) 101

Jackrabbit
Content Repository
for Java API

58 (58.59%) 41 (41.41%) 99

Lucene
Text Search Engine
Library

131 (65.83%) 68 (34.17%) 199

Oozie
Executes Hadoop
Workloads via
Web Services

46 (53.49%) 40 (46.51%) 86

Total Commit Instances: 642
Programming Language: Java

Table 2 Dataset Summary-II (Automatically Labeled [61])

Subject
Systems

Application
Domains

Prg.
Lang.

BIC
(L = 1)

CC
(L = 0)

BIC+CC

QT
Cross-platform
application
framework

CPP 1,047 (43%) 1,396 (57%) 2,443

OpenStack
Open-source
software
platform

Python 908 (58%) 663 (42%) 1,571

Total Commit Instances: 4,014
BIC: Bug Inducing Commits
CC: Clean Commits (Commits that fix a bug and no more bug is reported)
L: Data Label

studies [8, 20, 64] and our proposed feature values. We want to verify whether
our proposed features extracted from source code syntax patterns of software
projects improve the performance of ML models in detecting BICs. There are
a lot of different studies [41–43, 51, 66, 69, 75] in the literature using similar
types of feature values containing different experimental setups (i.e., machine
learning, deep learning [81, 84], single project, cross-project [20, 37, 46, 70],
etc.). Zeng et al. Zeng et al. [84] replicated the results of two popular Just In
Time defect prediction models CC2Vec [28] and DeepJIT [27]. They reported
the difference in obtained results between the original datasets and the exper-
imental projects used in their study. They show that the selection of datasets
and feature values impact the CC2Vec and DeepJIT defect prediction mod-
els. As in this investigation, we propose new types of features extracted from
the source code syntax pattern of software projects to be used in ML models.
We also aim to use six manually and two automatically labeled datasets of
the buggy and non-buggy commit to performing the investigation. Instead of
directly using the findings of any other study, we reproduce all the results in
our experimental setup using commonly used feature values (which we give the
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name GitHub Statistics or GS) and compare them with the results of our pro-
posed features. Therefore, we took our results using commonly used features
in recent studies as the baseline result and compared them with the results
using different combinations of our proposed features. As we wanted to see an
improvement in detecting buggy and non-buggy commits using different fea-
ture combinations, we generated all the results in our implementation setup for
a fair comparison among them. Our investigation shows that using the features
extracted from the source code syntax patterns improves the performance of
detecting BICs. We believe that any other experimental setup should provide
a similar result. In the future, we plan to replicate recent studies and com-
pare the improvement of buggy commit detection using our proposed features
extracted from the source code syntax pattern.

Our baseline is the result we obtain using conventional feature values (GS-
ALL, GS) to identify bug-inducing commits similar to the existing related
works [8, 20, 64]. We then compare the results using developers’ coding syntax
pattern-based features (TS, TP) and their various possible combinations in
detecting BIC from eight subject systems. The token patterns and sequences
generated in Figure 2 demonstrate their effects on the control flow of the source
code. A simple token pattern represents a simple coding structure, and a simple
code is more likely to be easier for software developers to edit and less likely
to be bug-inducing. We investigate the encoding of these patterns as feature
values to detect bug-inducing commits in this study. We also investigate the
set of best features for each of the individual subject systems.

We applied Random Forest (RF) Classifier to the datasets of the six soft-
ware repositories shown in Table 1 and five different ML-based classification
models to the datasets of the two software repositories shown in Table 2 to
detect bug-inducing commits and evaluated our results to answer the following
research questions.

RQ1: How can we determine whether developers’ coding syntax patterns could
be responsible for inducing bugs in a software system?

• We encoded developers’ coding syntax patterns as feature values and named
them Token Sequence (TS) and Token Pattern (TP). Results of our inves-
tigation show that the inclusion of TS and TP as feature values provides
better bug-inducing commit (BIC) detection performance than the conven-
tional features (GS-ALL and GS). Therefore, we can conclude that, as TS
and TP features contribute to detecting BIC using ML models, they might
also be responsible for inducing bugs in software projects. Some repeating
patterns might induce bugs in software systems, and ML models are being
trained to identify those patterns utilizing the proposed TS and TP features.

RQ2: Do the features extracted from developers’ coding syntax patterns
provide significantly better performance compared to the other feature values?

• We perform the Wilcoxon Signed Rank test [65, 78] with the results
we obtained in manually labeled six subject systems. Our investigation
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shows the improvements in precision, recall, and f1 scores are statistically
significant.

RQ3: How generalized are the extracted features from one software system to
the others?

• Our findings show the number of features is different in the collection of
best features in different subject systems if the dataset size is not large
enough (our manually labeled six subject system). Based on the findings
of this study, we can say that as different developers maintain different
software systems, their coding syntax styles, working patterns, and codebase
size are also different. Therefore, we require a separate list of features to
detect future occurrences of buggy commits from those systems. With large
datasets (automatically labeled two subject systems), we get improved BIC
detection results using all the feature values without prioritization in five
different ML detection models.

RQ4: Do the features extracted from developers’ coding syntax patterns
enhance the explainability of BIC detection from software systems?

• We utilized PyExplainer [62], a machine learning prediction explaining tool.
The use of this tool provided us with some examples in Table 7, which clearly
demonstrates that the use of source code syntactic pattern-based features
provides better reasoning compared to the code-churn-based features about
the bug proneness of a software commit.

The knowledge of this study will help avoid future bug introduction in
the codebase, which will bring effective financial and resource utilization to
the software development community. The source code of commit patches and
their equivalent XML representation from all the eight subject systems we use
in this study are publicly available1 for readers to investigate and facilitate
any replication study.

We organized this paper into the following sections. A full overview of this
study in different steps is in section 2; the results of this study are described
and analyzed in section 3. Threats to validity are described in section 4, and
section 5 performs the literature review of existing similar studies. Finally, we
conclude this paper in section 6, mentioning the future directions of this study.

2 Study Overview

Most of the earlier studies to detect BICs either used features only from
GitHub statistical data [8, 64] or combined GitHub statistical features with
natural language-based text processing of source code [67] in Machine Learn-
ing Models. A systematic literature review [23] reports that different studies
use features extracted from various sources, such as previous historical data

1https://github.com/mnadims/bicDetectionSF
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Fig. 1 Overall Steps of this Study

from GitHub or submitted bug reports, source code metrics, or any combina-
tion of those features. For example, some studies [27, 37] use historical patches
to identify defects from software systems, and they call it JIT (Just in Time
defect prediction). Hall et al. [23] also find that only source code metric works
very poorly if no other kinds of features (such as GitHub Statistics) are com-
bined with that. The decision to take which values to be used as features
depends on some underlying assumptions. One such commonly used feature is
a Line of codes (LOC) in almost all ML-based software quality assurance or
defect prediction studies [23]. A bigger software system (more LOC) is more
likely to be buggy than a smaller one is the underlying assumption of using
LOC as a feature value. Some other standard features (such as Lines of Code
Added/ Deleted/ Updated, Number of Directories Modified, and Experience of
a Developer) used in these studies are also based on similar assumptions. These
features can provide an assumption or likelihood of a commit being buggy and
will always remain far behind to give a clear idea about which source code
portion has introduced the bug or how we will find or fix it. We should focus
on maintenance activities where source code is added or updated to identify
specific reasons for bug introduction within a particular software system.

We perform this study to verify whether the developers’ coding syntax
patterns can induce a bug in a software system by utilizing developers’ coding
syntax pattern-based features (TS and TP) in ML-based detection models. We
demonstrate the overall study in Figure 1, which includes the following key
steps.

2.1 Datasets Labelling (Buggy and Non-buggy Commits)

To evaluate the efficiency of any techniques in detecting Bug Inducing Com-
mits (BICs) or Just in Time (JIT) defect prediction, most of the related studies
[8, 64] used datasets labeled using the SZZ algorithm [69]. Wen et al. [76]
reported that about 63.7% of bug-inducing commits (BIC) identified by the
SZZ Algorithm are not real. There are several updated versions of the SZZ algo-
rithm to deal with its incorrect labeling [13, 14, 41]. We do not use a dataset
labeled using the SZZ algorithm in this study because of its imprecision. As
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our primary goal is to verify the effectiveness of features extracted from devel-
opers’ coding syntax patterns, we utilize labeled datasets published by recent
similar studies as our baseline and added our TS and TP-based features to
investigate the improvements in detecting bug inducing commits (BICs). Data
sets selected in this investigation fall into the following categories:

2.1.1 Manually labeled Datasets (Table 1)

Six of the eight datasets used in this investigation are labeled manually by Wen
et al. [76], which is publicly available 2 to access. The datasets of bug-fixing
commits and the associated bug-inducing commits for seven different projects
were used in their paper. We utilized six available project data files as they
contain enough data instances to apply Machine Learning based classification
models such as Random Forest Classifier. We could not utilize one project
data file (./Defects4J.csv) as it contains only the bug-inducing commits and
associated Bug IDs from five different projects. In addition, it includes 92 data
instances from five various projects, making insufficient data instances to apply
ML-based classification models on the dataset of each of these projects.

2.1.2 Automatically Labeled Datasets (Table 2)

Our investigation also utilizes two popular datasets, QT3 and OpenStack4,
used in similar studies [27, 61], which are labeled automatically and publicly
available to access. We first download their data files from their data repository
and then extract the commit instances which have a labeled number of bugs.
We find the labeled bug presence falls into two categories, those which have
a bug count of 0, and those which have 1 or more bugs. To make it simpler
for buggy commit detection by binary classification and compatible with our
other six subject systems, we labeled the commit instances from these two
subject systems which have 1 or more bugs as buggy commit instances and
labeled them L=1. The commits which do not have any bugs are labeled as
L=0. OpenStack and QT contain 754 and 89 repositories, respectively, as their
sub-modules. We find the source code patches of the labeled commits from QT
in a sub-module named ’qtbase’. The labeled commits of OpenStack are from
different sub-modules. To extract the source code patches, we first search each
commit in all the 754 sub-modules of OpenStack and then store the source
code of that commit patch for further processing.

The datasets from the manually labeled six projects are shown in Table 1,
and two automatically labeled projects are in Table 2. We investigate the BIC
detection performance of the ML model using our introduced features on these
six project datasets. There are two categories of commits in the dataset; one is
identified as bug-inducing commits, and the others are identified as bug-fixing
commits by manual investigation. We labeled those bug-inducing commits as
L=1. As training and testing of an ML-based detection model require the

2https://github.com/justinwm/InduceBenchmark
3https://github.com/qt/
4https://github.com/openstack/
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target class and its different classes to provide as training data samples, we
labeled the bug fixing commits, which are not inducing new bugs in the system,
as clean commits (L=0). The data samples used to train and test the ML
model those commits are mainly removing the problem/ issues inserted by the
commits, which are labeled as bug-inducing (L=1). These commits can provide
more distinguishable features to ML-based detection models to identify two
categories of commits.

2.2 Identifying Developers’ Coding Syntax Patterns and
Sequences

Developers’ coding syntax pattern represents the behavior of a software devel-
oper, which affects the overall structure of a source code statement. We identify
thousands of different commit patterns from source code patches of the eight
subject systems of this investigation. About 18k of these patches whose token
pattern length is within 100 characters are publicly available to view by the
readers at our GitHub repository1 for an easier understanding of those pat-
terns. We also extract a sequence of these patterns for preparing feature values,
which could be used in our ML-based classification model. As tokens of a pro-
gramming language are the basic building blocks of each feature type extracted
from the XML representation of source codes, we name the categories of fea-
tures as Token Sequence (TS) and Token Pattern (TP). Commits encoded by
these TS and TP represent the syntax style of coding by different developers.

We show an overall demonstration of extracting features (TS and TP)
using a straightforward piece of program in Java language in Figure 2. Few
additional examples of more complex program constructions, such as adding
AND, OR in if-statement, nested if statement, and switch-case statement, are
also available to view in four different other files (./simpleDemonstrations)
at our GitHub repository1. Our public repository also contains all the project
files (./projectF iles), including the source file of commit patches and their
equivalent XML representations for further investigation and reproduction of
this study.

We first downloaded all the commit patches using the commit id in our
labeled dataset and the git command for corresponding GitHub repositories.
Then we retrieved the source code segments from those patch files. After
that, we utilized a tool (srcML5), which converts source code into an XML
format representing its coding structure in a normalized form. Suppose we
have a source code of a commit-patch in a file named test.java, as shown
in Figure 2. Processing the file test.java with the srcML tool will generate
an XML file test.xml. The XML representation of the source file provides
a hierarchy of the source code statement structure and token organization.
This example shows that the file test.java contains two main blocks, one
for if and the corresponding else for the if . In the XML representation of
the source file, we can see those two blocks keeping the identifier hierarchy

5https://www.srcml.org/
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Fig. 2 Demonstration of Feature Extraction from the Source Code of Commit Patch

and sequence similarity. Processing the XML file, we can extract the normal-
ized names of different tokens in the source code and the hierarchy of those
tokens. Examples of the extracted token sequence (TS) and token pattern
(TP) are shown in Figure 2. We have given each token pattern an id such
as pattern id 1, pattern id 2, ....... pattern id n where n is the total num-
ber of patterns extracted from the source file. Here, pattern id 1 means the
extracted pattern of normalized tokens, such as if stmt-if-condition-expr-
name is one of the patterns shown in Figure 2. There could be thousands of
such patterns extracted from a software system that will reflect how the devel-
oper of that software system performs coding. To prepare the dataset for a
commit, we will consider how many such patterns are in the source code of
that commit patch. Similarly, in the same figure, we can also see an example
of the extracted token sequence. We processed that token sequence with the n-
gram [11] technique, which is mainly used in extracting features from natural
language text. We utilized n-gram (with n=1 to n=5) in our extracted token
sequence to produce Bag of Word (BOW) [32, 45, 85], which is then used as
another source of features, and we named these features as Token Sequence or
TS. We repeated this process for the source code of every commit patch in all
the subject systems to extract the features from TS and TP.

2.3 Encoding Developers’ Coding Syntax Patterns to be
used in the ML-based Detection Model

Applying ML-based models depends on the availability of labeled datasets
(sample commits from each of the labeled classes) and extracting relevant
feature values from the codebase history to train and test the model. After
identifying the TS and TP patterns from the source code of the commit patch,
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it is important to encode them as feature values, which could be used in ML-
based detection models. In this study, we used simple encoding of TS and TP
by considering their number of occurrences in the source code of the commit
patch. For example, in Figure 2, we demonstrated how the TS and TP patterns
are extracted from the Java source code. Each code fragment may have several
TS and TP. We extract all the TS and TP from all the commit patches of
our labeled datasets. After that, we selected unique TS and TP to be used as
feature identifiers. We will use the count of those feature identifiers in each
commit to represent that commit while using ML-based detection models. A
sample of TP is extracted for each commit, and their encoding mechanism is
demonstrated in Table 3 and Table 4. In Table 4, we show the commit id, its
extracted TP, and the associated label for each of the commits. Here, L=0
indicates a clean commit, and L=1 indicates a BIC. We then took unique TP
from all the TPs to encode them and took the number of occurrences of each
TP to represent each of the commits in Table 4.

Table 3 Sample Token Pattern (TP) in Each Commit

Commit ID Token Pattern (TP) Label (L)
1 TP1, TP2, TP3, TP3, TP4, TP4 0
2 TP2, TP4, TP5 1
3 TP1, TP3, TP6 0
4 TP4, TP4, TP4 0
5 TP4, TP6, TP7, TP7 1

Table 4 Sample Encoding of Token Patterns (TP) of Table 3

Commit
ID

TP1 TP2 TP3 TP4 TP5 TP6 TP7
Label
(L)

1 1 1 2 2 0 0 0 0

2 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1

3 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0

4 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0

5 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 1

2.4 Selecting The Set of Best Features for each of the
Subject Systems

Machine learning algorithms provide its result based on the feature values
given for each data instance. The features we are considering for training and
testing a machine learning model play a vital role in the performance of that
model. A weak or irrelevant feature list can degrade the overall accuracy of
classification. We wanted to evaluate whether the best features for a subject
system are also better for the other subject systems. We applied Recursive
Feature Elimination (RFE) of SciKit Learn [59] python library to rank all the
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Fig. 3 Recursive Feature Elimination

features in the dataset of a subject system. RFE is a recursive approach to
finding a list of the best features for a dataset with its classification labels. A
user first needs to specify the number of best features expected to keep and
the number of features to eliminate in each step. RFE then eliminates the
weakest feature (or features) in each recursive step until the expected number
of features is obtained. The parameter settings we have used for RFE are
shown in Figure 3, where we used the Random Forest Classifier to estimate
the importance of features and eliminate one feature in each step.

As we set n features to select = 1, it will rank all the features from rank
1 to n (n=total number of features). Then return the top feature as the best
feature for the dataset classification. We performed this for each feature com-
bination, such as GS, TS, TP, GS+TS, etc. As GS has 12 features, this step
will rank those features from rank-1 to rank-12 based on their importance in
classifying the dataset. Similarly, GS+TS features have 12 + 10514 = 10526
features, and they will get from rank-1 to rank-10526.

After obtaining the ranking of each of the features from the RFE algorithm,
we applied the Random Forest classifier to select the set of best features for
each of the subject systems. We first determine the Precision, Recall, and F1
Score of BIC detection using only the top (rank-1) feature in a subject system.
Then we added one feature in each step from the following position in the rank
list and determined the classification performance. We discarded the added
feature if it did not improve the performance obtained in the previous step.
Therefore, after completing the iteration from feature 1 to the total number of
features, we will have the best features for that subject system. We repeated
this approach for each of the feature combinations and each of the six manually
labeled subject systems.

2.5 Applying ML-based BIC Detection Models

Our investigation utilizes five machine learning classification models to detect
bug inducing commits from the two (OpenStack and QT) of the eight subject
systems. We use OpenStack and QT datasets for applying multiple ML models
as these datasets are most used in similar studies and contain a large number
of data samples compared to the other manually labeled six subject systems.
We use only the Random Forest (RF) classification model on the manually
labeled datasets as they contain a smaller number of data instances. We find
the features extracted from source code statements improve the prediction
of defective software commits. All the classification models except the DBN
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are available in the Python SciKit Learn [59] library. We utilized the DBN
classification model made available by albertbup [1].

i. Random Forest (RF) Classifier implements ensemble learning methods
where it builds multiple decision trees and merges them to get a better
and more stable prediction. At the root of each tree, it first divides the
data in such a way that the differences in each part of the data become
as lower as possible, then it again divides the branches of the tree to get
more specialization on the data. We can control the depth of such a tree by
the parameter variable max depth. The algorithm repeats this process
with some different random selections and creates a set of random decision
trees. During prediction, it predicts the case using each of the decision
trees in the forest, then finalizes the decision with the majority decision
of the trees.

ii. K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) Classifier is one of the most commonly
used ML algorithms known for its simplicity and effectiveness [72]. It
is a supervised learning method that uses a labeled training dataset to
categorize data points for predicting the category of the test dataset.

iii. Gradient Boosting Classifier (GBC) is also an ensemble learning
method, where the model learns by optimizing the loss function. It is used
for both classification and regression. We use the default configuration of
the Python SciKit Learn [59] library for utilizing this algorithm to detect
bug inducing commits.

iv. Perceptron (PCT) is the simplest type of neural network model used
for binary classification. It takes a row of input data to predict its output
class. It utilizes the weighted sum of the input and a bias value. During
the training process of PCT, it updates its weights to minimize the error
of classification in training datasets.

v. Supervised Deep Belief Network (DBN) Classification is the uti-
lization of an advanced deep learning algorithm [24–26, 81] for detecting
more meaningful features to increase the classification performance of a
labeled dataset. It contains two phases, i) feature selection, and ii) machine
learning based classification. In the feature selection phase, it utilizes pro-
vided features to extract more meaningful feature values and then applies
classification based on the extracted features.

We have applied machine learning models using time-sensitive detection
techniques, which means training data must be from past timestamps than
the testing data. Tan et al. [71] show that cross-validation can provide false
higher precision in predicting a data instance that is sensitive to timestamp,
and a situation may happen then train the ML model with the data from the
future and tests it using the data from the past. We first sorted the dataset
in ascending order based on the commit date and took the first 70% of the
data for training the model and the remaining 30% for testing. All the commit
instances in the training dataset are from the past compared to the testing
data instances.
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2.6 Feature Combinations

As we extracted Token Pattern (TP) features utilizing the SrcML tool, which
does not support Python for converting the source fragments into an XML rep-
resentation. Therefore, we extracted only token sequence (TS) features from
OpenStack as it is written using Python programming language. We extract
both the TS and TP features from all the other seven subject systems listed
in Tables 1 and 2. We investigated the ML-based classification model’s perfor-
mance by taking different combinations of GS, TS, and TP features. In this
investigation, our baseline feature is GS, and we are proposing TS and TP
features to improve BIC detection performance. Suppose we would like to com-
bine GS and TS features for the subject system Accumulo where the number
of GS and TS features is 12 and 10,514. Thus, the number of combined total
features (GS+TS) in Accumulo will be 10,526. We will rank those features
based on their importance, where the most important feature will get rank-
1, and the least important feature will get rank-10526. Similarly, if we would
like to investigate GS+TS+TP for Accumulo, we will have 12+10,514+741=
11,267 features and rank them from 1 to 11,267th based on their importance
in the dataset classification of Accumulo. As we have three basic feature types,
we got seven feature combinations (GS, TS, TP, GS+TS, GS+TP, TS+TP,
GS+TS+TP). We wanted to investigate whether more than one type of fea-
ture improved the classification performance by combining different feature
types. Each of the ranked seven feature combinations is prioritized using the
technique described in Section 2.4.

3 Results and Discussion

Our investigation contains two categories of datasets, i) Manually labeled data
instances in Table 1 and ii) Automatically labeled data instances in Table
2. Identification of buggy and non-buggy commit instances is made in both
datasets by earlier published studies [61, 76]. We evaluate the performance of
detecting bug inducing commits (BICs) using our proposed features (TS and
TP) in all eight software projects and compare the result with conventional
(GS) features used in earlier studies. We also utilize combining the features to
detect BIC from different subject systems. Our results are in Table 5, Table
6, Figure 5, Figure 7, and Figure 9. We discuss our results in the following
sub-sections.

3.1 Evaluation Metric

We first calculate some metric values to compare the performance of dif-
ferent feature combinations proposed in this study. Calculating these metric
values depends on the counts of true positives (TP), true negatives (TN),
false positives (FP), and false negatives (FN). These counts indicate how well
the machine learning (ML) model detects bug-inducing commits (BICs). For
example, TP and TN are the counts of correctly identified BIC and non-BIC.
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Table 5 Performance of Single Type Features

Feature
Type

Subject
System

Precision Recall F1 Score AUC

GitHub
Statistics
All Features
(GS-ALL)

Accumulo 0.57 0.73 0.64 0.76

Ambari 0.67 0.80 0.73 0.76

Hadoop 0.40 0.91 0.56 0.75

Jackrabbit 0.50 0.69 0.58 0.55

Lucene 0.63 0.79 0.70 0.78

Oozie 0.50 0.67 0.57 0.64

GitHub
Statistics
Prioritized
Features
(GS)

Accumulo 0.69 0.82 0.75 0.73

Ambari 0.89 0.80 0.84 0.92

Hadoop 0.53 0.91 0.67 0.78

Jackrabbit 0.53 0.77 0.62 0.55

Lucene 0.73 0.82 0.77 0.83

Oozie 0.56 0.83 0.67 0.65

Token
Sequence
(TS)

Accumulo 0.69 1.00 0.81 0.81

Ambari 0.75 0.60 0.67 0.77

Hadoop 0.85 1.00 0.92 0.96

Jackrabbit 0.65 1.00 0.79 0.82

Lucene 0.82 1.00 0.90 0.92

Oozie 0.86 1.00 0.92 0.91

Token
Pattern
(TP)

Accumulo 0.58 1.00 0.73 0.88

Ambari 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.91

Hadoop 0.64 0.82 0.72 0.67

Jackrabbit 0.65 1.00 0.79 0.66

Lucene 0.67 0.94 0.78 0.72

Oozie 0.86 1.00 0.92 0.91

Similarly, FP and FN indicate the incorrectly detected BIC and non-BIC using
the ML model. Once we have these counts for all the feature combinations
from the dataset of all the subject systems, we use the following formula to
calculate Precision, Recall, and F1 Score.

When an ML model has a lower count of FP, it provides a higher value
for precision, indicating the higher reliability of the model. Similarly, a model
with lower FN provides a higher recall value indicating higher accuracy of the
detected results. However, an attempt to increase the precision value typically
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Table 6 Performance of Multiple Type Feature Combinations

Combined
Features

Subject
System

Precision Recall F1 Score AUC

GS+TS

Accumulo 0.77 0.91 0.83 0.91

Ambari 0.75 0.60 0.67 0.72

Hadoop 0.56 0.91 0.69 0.77

Jackrabbit 0.61 0.85 0.71 0.62

Lucene 0.94 0.97 0.96 0.97

Oozie 0.71 1.00 0.83 0.74

GS+TP

Accumulo 0.71 0.91 0.80 0.82

Ambari 0.82 0.90 0.86 0.76

Hadoop 0.62 0.91 0.74 0.76

Jackrabbit 0.71 0.92 0.80 0.78

Lucene 0.79 0.91 0.85 0.83

Oozie 0.73 0.92 0.81 0.74

TS+TP

Accumulo 0.73 1.00 0.85 0.81

Ambari 0.75 0.60 0.67 0.77

Hadoop 0.67 0.91 0.77 0.77

Jackrabbit 0.68 1.00 0.81 0.78

Lucene 0.82 1.00 0.90 0.90

Oozie 0.67 1.00 0.80 0.78

GS+TS+TP

Accumulo 0.77 0.91 0.83 0.93

Ambari 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.75

Hadoop 0.53 0.91 0.67 0.66

Jackrabbit 0.69 0.85 0.76 0.68

Lucene 0.84 0.94 0.89 0.92

Oozie 0.86 1.00 0.92 0.90

decreases the precision and vice versa [15]. A BIC detection model that pro-
vides a higher precision with lower recall or higher recall with lower precision
is not acceptable in a real-life practical software development industry. There-
fore, we calculate the F1 Score by taking the harmonic mean of precision and
recall to evaluate the results of this study. A higher F1 Score in a comparison
scenario indicates a better result, considering the precision and recall values.
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Precision =
TP

TP + FP

Recall =
TP

TP + FN

F1 Score =
2× Precision×Recall

Precision + Recall

We also calculate the AUC (Area Under the ROC Curve) [16] score, which
provides an aggregate performance measure across all possible classification
thresholds. The value of the AUC score is between 0 to 1, where 1.0 represents
a model whose all detections (100%) are correct; one whose all of the detection
are incorrect has an AUC of 0.0.

We use Scikit-learn [59] library available in Python programming language
to calculate Precision, Recall, F1 Score, and AUC Score to determine the per-
formance of detecting BIC and clean (non-BIC) commits. We extract basic
features for all the subject systems from GS, TS, and TP. We have combined
those features and got four extra (GS+TS, GS+TP, TS+TP, GS+TS+TP)
feature lists. We obtain the results by prioritizing features (eliminating unim-
portant features using RFE) from all seven feature combinations. To compare
the performance of BIC and non-BIC detection without eliminating unimpor-
tant features, we also reported the results using all the features from GitHub
Statistics (GS-ALL, no feature eliminated) for all the subject systems. Based
on the results of this investigation, we are answering our research questions as
follows.

3.2 Answer to the RQ1

How can we determine whether developers’ coding syntax patterns
could be responsible for inducing bugs in a software system?

This research question was the most important motivation for doing this
study. We wanted to see whether the coding syntax style could induce buggy
or faulty code fragments in the software system. The detailed extraction and
encoding process of TS and TP features discussed in Sections 2.2, and 2.3
explain the different steps of identifying the coding syntax styles/ patterns
and encoding the labeled commits with those identified TS and TP values. For
instance, if a different developer writes the test.java file demonstrated in Figure
2, it could have a different coding structure, which will lead to obtaining a
completely different list of TS and TP feature values. As the source code pat-
terns encoded by TS and TP values improve BIC detection performance in all
eight software projects compared to the conventional feature values (GS), we
can say that these patterns might also be responsible for inducing bugs in soft-
ware systems. Evaluation of the results of this study verifies this assumption
as follows.

We show our results (Precision, Recall, and F1 Score) from the six manually
labeled subject systems in Table 1 in Figures 5, 7, and 9 and two automatically
labeled subject systems in Table 2 in Figure 4. These figures clearly show
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Fig. 4 We are comparing the improvements of F1 Scores using different Feature Combina-
tions using five different machine learning-based classifiers to predict buggy and non-buggy
commits from two popular datasets (OpenStack and QT). Here, the horizontal line at 0
indicates the baseline F1 Scores, and the lines and dots above and below the horizontal line
indicate the percentage of improvements and decreases in F1 Scores, respectively, when we
use different combinations of our proposed features.

that we can detect BIC (and the non-BIC) in all software systems using only
the TS or TP feature with higher performance measures (F1 scores) than the
most commonly used GS-ALL and GS features. As ML-based detection models
can distinguish BIC and non-BIC using the feature values representing the
developer’s coding syntax style/ pattern, we can provide an affirmative answer
to this research question. However, we can also argue that the ML-based model
mainly utilizes those specific coding syntax styles/patterns to detect BIC from
the software commits. Therefore, these coding syntax patterns must be dealt
with very carefully while doing change operations in the codebase.

The results obtained using the six subject systems in Table 1 show that
considering all the evaluation metrics (Precision, Recall, F1 Score, and AUC
scores in all the subject systems), the performance obtained by only GS fea-
tures is lower than the performance obtained by the use of TS and TP features.
Besides, using all the 12 feature values (GS-ALL) extracted from GS has a
lower performance than the prioritized features from GS, where we removed
some unimportant features in all the subject systems. Comparing the BIC
detection performance between GS-ALL and prioritized GS indicates that if
we take only important features from GS-ALL, it will improve the perfor-
mance, but this is not enough to detect all the BICs. On the other hand, using
feature values extracted from TS and TP can improve the detection perfor-
mance at a statistically significant level. This scenario provides the answer to
this research question. In all the subject systems, either TS or TP or both fea-
tures improved performance more than the GS-ALL (non-prioritized) and GS
(prioritized) features.
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Fig. 5 Performance Comparison by Precision in different subject systems using different
feature combinations.

The results of two automatically labeled subject systems in Table 2 also
provide improved F1 Scores using all five different ML-based classification
models in Figure 4. The horizontal line at 0.00 demonstrates the F1 Score using
GS features only, and the points above and below the 0.00 line indicate the
percentage (%) of improvements and decrease in F1 Scores, respectively. We
show the gain (in %) in F1 Scores using all the different feature combinations of
GS, TS, and TP. Our results show inclusion of TS and TP features improves the
F1 Score in all five ML-based classification models. Some feature combinations
in PCT and KNN provide a decrease in F1 Scores, but these are only six cases
out of 40 total test cases in two subject systems.s

The distribution of the AUC scores shown in Figure 12 also supports our
findings. Most of the AUC scores obtained using TS and TP features are
higher than GS-ALL and GS features. We find the highest distribution of
AUC scores using TS and GS+TS feature values. TP features also provide
higher AUC scores but could not outperform GS and GS+TS. Although other
feature combinations such as GS+TP, TS+TP, and GS+TS+TP also provide
improved AUC scores compared to GS-ALL and GS features, it gives a similar
distribution of AUC scores to other TS and TP feature combinations.

3.3 Answer to the RQ2

Do the features extracted from developers’ coding syntax patterns
provide significantly better performance compared to the other
feature values?

We performed the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test to see if TS and TP-based
feature values significantly improved the performance parameters (e.g., Preci-
sion, Recall, F1 Score). This statistical significance test will compare the results
using TS and TP feature values with those obtained using feature values from
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Fig. 6 Distribution of precision shows TS features provide much higher scores than other
features.

Fig. 7 Performance Comparison by Recall in different subject systems using different
feature combinations.

GitHub Statistics (e.g., GS-ALL, GS ). For instance, we would like to examine
whether the Precision/ Recall/ F1 Score obtained by GS+TP features is sig-
nificantly better than the results obtained by GS features. Thus, we applied
both GS+TP and GS features independently in our six subject systems and
obtained Precision, Recall, and F1 Scores from each implementation, as shown
in Table 7. Therefore, we got six pairs of observations for each of the Precision,
Recall, and F1 Score, and we used them to calculate the differences between
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Fig. 8 Distribution of recall shows the addition of any of the TS or TP or both provides
higher scores than GS and GS-ALL alone.

Fig. 9 Performance Comparison by F1 Score in different subject systems using different
feature combinations.

each observation pair. Then, we used the differences between these observation
pairs to perform the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test utilizing the SciPy library
[74] available in the Python programming language. Finally, we performed a
significance test for each Precision, Recall, and F1 Score separately.

A summary of the results obtained from the significance test of the features
is given in Figure 11, which shows the results of a feature list are significantly
different from the results of corresponding features using a | (vertical bar)
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Fig. 10 Distribution of F1 Scores shows the addition of any of the TS or TP or both
provide higher scores than GS and GS-ALL alone.

Fig. 11 Result of The Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test (p < 0.05). The better feature combi-
nation on the right means we obtain statistically-significant improved results when we use
these features compared to the ones on the left.

symbols. To compare which result is better, we can refer to the distribution of
the results shown in Figures 6, 8, 10, and 12. When we consider the precision
of BIC detection, we can see that prioritized features from GS, TS, TP and
any combinations of these features perform significantly better than using all
the 12 features from GitHub Statistics (GS-ALL). TP features alone or a
combination of TP and GS, providing significantly better results than GS-ALL
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Fig. 12 Distribution of AUC scores using different feature combinations.

Table 7 Preparing set of Observations for The Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test
from Our Results

Performance
Measure

Subject Systems

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6
Precision (GS) 0.69 0.89 0.53 0.53 0.73 0.56

Precision (GS+TP) 0.71 0.82 0.62 0.71 0.79 0.73
Difference 0.02 -0.07 0.09 0.18 0.06 0.17

Recall (GS) 0.82 0.80 0.91 0.77 0.82 0.83
Recall (GS+TP) 0.91 0.90 0.91 0.92 0.91 0.92

Difference 0.09 0.10 0.00 0.15 0.09 0.09

F1 Score (GS) 0.75 0.84 0.67 0.62 0.77 0.67
F1 Score (GS+TP) 0.80 0.86 0.74 0.80 0.85 0.81

Difference 0.05 0.02 0.07 0.18 0.08 0.14

and GS if we consider the recall results. The significance test of the F1 Score
also shows any other feature combinations are significantly better than the
GS-ALL features and GS+TP are better than GS. Therefore, we can conclude
that features extracted from TP in all the scenarios provide significantly better
results when combined with GS than the GS-All or GS features alone. Thus,
our findings in this study provide enough evidence to believe that more source
code-related features (TS, TP) can increase the detection accuracy significantly
in identifying BIC using machine learning models.
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3.4 Answer to the RQ3

How generalized are the extracted features from one software system
to the others?

3.4.1 Manually Labeled Datasets of Table 1

We investigated the number of features in the best feature lists for each GS,
TS, and TP feature in all the subject systems. We represented the list sizes
in different subject systems according to the number of samples of the subject
systems in Figure 13. In our investigation, Ambari has the smallest number of
data samples (Table 1), Accumulo is next to Ambari, and Jackrabbit has the
maximum number of data samples. By sorting the number of features in the
list of best features, we wanted to see whether the best feature list depends
on the number of available data instances of a subject system. We show the
number of available data instances from each subject system in Table 1.

Figure 13 shows that the number of features to provide the best result
increases for most subject systems. In this figure, the subject systems are
arranged based on the number of available data instances. Thus, the left-most
subject system (e.g., Ambari) contains the least number of data instances, and
the right-most subject system (e.g., Jackrabbit) has the highest number of
data instances. Although Hadoop, Lucene, and Jackrabbit show a decline while
using different features (GS, TS, TP), all the other three subject systems show
an increase in this number with the rise in data samples in the subject systems.
To verify this assumption, we conducted both Pearson’s [44] and Spearman’s
[17] correlation tests and found that the number of GS features is positively
correlated, and TS and TP features are negatively correlated with the number
of data instances in software projects under investigation for providing the
best BIC detection performance, and these correlations are not statistically
significant. Therefore, we can say that the number of features is not directly
related to the number of data instances under investigation. There might be
unique feature sets for each software project that may provide better BIC
detection performance using different ML models.

We also investigated whether a set of features is generalizable from one
subject system to another. Analyzing the list of best features, we can see that
for almost all the subject systems, even though the number of features in
different best feature lists are the same, the feature identifiers are different.
For example, though there are 12 features available in the case of GS features,
only 3 to 4 features can give the best BIC detection performance, and they
contain at least one or more distinct features among various available subject
systems. Similarly, different sets containing only 6 to 12 features can provide
the best result from the thousands of features when considering the TS and
TP-based features.

These findings emphasize the importance of selecting an appropriate num-
ber of most relevant features specialized for each subject system to identify
BIC based on the data instance size of the software project available to train
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Fig. 13 Size of Best Feature Lists for Detecting BIC from each of the Subject Systems

and test a machine learning model. A fixed set of features might not provide
the best results for all the software projects to identify bug-inducing software
commits using ML models.

3.4.2 Automatically Labeled Datasets of Table 2

Our investigation evaluates whether source code syntax pattern (TP) and
sequence (TS) based features are generalizable toward different software
projects and ML-based classification models. We apply BIC detection using
five classification models on the automatically labeled datasets (OpenStack
and QT) of Table 2. Our results are in Figure 4, where we compare the per-
cent (%) of improvement in F1 Scores of BIC detection using our extracted
features with GS features. Our results show that in all five classification mod-
els and two subject systems, our proposed features improve the F1 Scores. The
highest improvement (20%) in the F1 Score was obtained using Random For-
est (RF) classifier in the subject system QT using the GS+TP features. All
the other feature combinations also improved F1 Scores compared to the GS
feature using RF classifier in both the OpenStack and QT subject systems.
Although in some cases, Perceptron (PCT) and K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN)
algorithms show a decrease in F1 Scores in both the subject systems, they still
show improvement in F1 scores with other feature combinations. Therefore,
we can conclude that in most cases, our proposed features are generalizable
toward different ML-based classification models and software projects to detect
BIC in higher F1 Scores than the GS features.
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3.5 Answer to the RQ4

Do the features extracted from developers’ coding syntax patterns
enhance the explainability of BIC detection from software systems?

Pornprasit et al. [62] published a state-of-the-art tool named PyExplainer
to explain the underlying condition for machine learning predictions. We use
their tool to explain our BIC detection using the conventional (GS) and our
proposed Token Pattern (TP) features. The results of the most frequent con-
ditions from PyExplainer in the QT subject system are shown in Table 8.
We show the top five most frequent feature conditions from GS and TP fea-
tures that detected buggy commits using Random Forest (RF) algorithm in
the table, and all the other conditions are publicly available to access in the
GitHub repository of our investigation. In the table, we can see that it is very
difficult to make proper reasoning for buggy commit detection considering GS
features from the identified conditions by PyExplainer. For example, the top
five most frequent conditions obtained from the result of PyExplainer are some
range of values of some GS features such as Awareness, Age, Line Added, and
Number of functions, but it does not show any specific reasoning that what
a developer can do to avoid bug proneness in a software project for a certain
given condition. A software development environment with a set of developers
may have a fixed set of given conditions, such as developer awareness of the
software project, age of the developer, number of lines to be added or changed,
etc. These given conditions might be difficult to modify instantly or within
a short period. Therefore, if we detect buggy software commits using those
unchangeable conditions as feature values, it can provide enough meaningful
or explainable reasoning to the software developer about how they can avoid
the bug proneness of a particular change.

On the other hand, if we see the result from PyExplainer using Token
Pattern (TP) features for the top five most frequent conditions for detecting
buggy commits; we can see that most of the commits are detected buggy
because of the presence of specific source code syntax patterns (i.e., number of
declared variable names, expression with operators in IF-conditions, different
level of nested expression and function call, etc. ). In any given condition of
a software development environment, these conditions of a source code syntax
can easily be updated to avoid or minimize bug proneness of a software project.
These scenarios provide evidence to argue that, Token Patterns (TP) as feature
values in the ML-based classification model enhance the explainability of BIC
detection from software systems compared to the GS features. We plan to do
more investigation about this scenario with some other subject systems in the
future.
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Table 8 Comparing Key Conditions to Detect Commit Bug Proneness by
PyExplainer

Feature Names PyExplainer Condition

i. Code Churn Based Features
Awareness1 0.0050 < asawr <= 0.0250
Awareness1 0.1149 < osawr <= 0.1150
Age2 694101.53 < age <= 647989.44
Line Added1 57.59 < la <= 621.30
Number of Functions3 4.14 < nf <= 2.26

ii. Code Syntax Pattern (TP) Based Features
Declaring a Variable Name 1.84 < decl name <= 15.32
Expression with Operators
in IF Condition

0.40 < if condition expr operator <= 7.81

Expression with Operators 0.47 < expr operator <= 2.42
Expression with Function Call
with Argument and Expression
with Variable Name

0.375 < expr call argument expr name <= 7.20

Expression with Operators 0.47 < expr operator <= 24.27

1. Does Not Provide Enough Information About Why The Bug Occurred
2. Unrealistic Condition
3. Contradictory Condition

4 Threats to Validity

4.1 Subject Systems & Programming Languages

Subject systems in this study are written in Java, CPP, and Python program-
ming languages. Therefore, we can argue that the results of this study may not
be generalizable to the subject systems of other programming languages not
used in this investigation. However, the subject systems used in this investi-
gation are widely used in similar studies and are of diverse varieties. Thus we
are confident about the outcome. Furthermore, since we wanted to compare
our newly introduced features (TS, TP) to the most common features (GS) by
exploiting the manually and automatically labeled data of eight of those sys-
tems, we used these widely used diverse varieties of Java, CPP, and Python
systems. Regarding systems of other programming languages, we note the tech-
nique used may provide similar results for similar programming paradigms. Of
course, further investigation is necessary, which remains our future work.

4.2 Dataset Labeling for Buggy and Non-buggy Commits

Wen et al. [76] reported that automatically labeling buggy and non-buggy
commits leave many incorrect labeling. On the other hand, getting enough data
instances to apply ML classification models in manually labeled buggy and
non-buggy software projects is difficult. For example, only 642 data instances
of the buggy and non-buggy commits are available in six software projects
from the manually labeled dataset [76] used in this study. A small number of
data instances or incorrectly labeled data instances both have a detrimental
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effect on the generalizability of results obtained by ML models. Therefore,
we used the six manually, and two automatically labeled software projects of
buggy and non-buggy commit to performing our investigation. We accomplish
this investigation in two steps. First, we apply our technique in manually
labeled datasets of the buggy and non-buggy commits by Wen et al. [76] and
show that our proposed features improve the performance of the ML model to
detect buggy commits. We then apply five different ML classification models
in two automatically labeled datasets having 4,014 data instances. In both
experimental setups, we show that using our proposed feature values improves
the performance of ML models to detect buggy commits. Our goal is not to
contradict the results of any state-of-the-art JIT defect prediction method.
Instead, we applied five different machine-learning models and eight different
feature combinations. We showed in almost all the ML algorithms that using
our proposed features improves the detection performance measures of bug-
inducing commits. Therefore, we believe selecting any other dataset in this
investigation should have similar findings. However, in the future, we want
to extend this study using other software projects of different programming
languages to substantiate the conclusion.

4.3 Machine Learning Classification Models

We also tried applying K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) and Logistic Regression
to detect BIC from the manually labeled datasets in Table 1. However, as
these datasets contain a smaller number of data instances than a large number
of features (different combinations of GS, TS, and TP), KNN and LR failed
to accurately estimate the precision and recall of different implementations
in detecting BIC. Therefore, we only used the Random Forest (RF) classifier
to identify BIC from the manually labeled datasets and utilized four more
ML classification models in the automatically labeled datasets in Table 2.
As different ML algorithms work differently, it may be questionable whether
our results obtained using the manually labeled datasets are generalizable for
different ML algorithms or not. Hall et al. [23] reported that ML models’
performance mainly depends on the nature of data, the quality of features,
and proper parameter tuning. This study’s main goal was to compare the ML-
based model performance by using the features GS, TS, TP, and their different
combinations. We also applied five different classification models on the larger
datasets shown in Table 2. The results in figure 4 show that in most cases,
the use of software TS and TP (source code syntax pattern ) based features
improve the BIC detection performance in all the ML models. If a different
ML algorithm is used, it should equally affect all the feature combinations.
Therefore, the comparison scenario obtained in this study should remain the
same in different ML-based detection models. Although, more investigations
using more massive datasets and other ML models are required to verify this
scenario, which we will do in future studies.
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5 Related Work

Studies related to detecting or predicting Bug Inducing Commit(s) attracted
the attention of researchers due to their massive impact on software sys-
tems. Some studies [19, 41, 43, 69] tried to find the changes in a software
system that is responsible for the first introduction of a bug, while some
other studies [3, 6, 7, 9] try to identify the bug fixing commits and then link
it to its corresponding bug-inducing commit using SZZ Algorithm [69], and
its variants [13, 14, 41]. There are many studies to understand the essen-
tial characteristics of bug-inducing commits using machine learning models
[3, 6, 7, 9, 18, 19, 39, 68]. Aversano et al. [5] did a study on two relatively
small Java systems and applied five machine learning algorithms with 10-fold
cross-validation to predict whether a change is likely to be buggy or not. They
only used the features extracted from the GitHub repository. Fukushima et al.
[20] and Kamei et al. [36] worked for predicting defects in software systems,
but none of them showed any use of code quality measures in their prediction
models. There are also some other studies [41–43, 51, 66, 69, 75, 81] for pre-
dicting the likelihood of being a commit bug-inducing, but no earlier studies
explored the impact of code quality measures or developers’ patterns of source
code in this research domain. We tried to minimize the gap by proposing and
testing a method to encode software commits using developers’ coding syn-
tax patterns while doing software revisions. Our study compares the results
to detect bug-inducing commits using the conventional features of the existing
methods and our proposed developers’ source code pattern-based features.

Shivaji et al. [66] applied various feature selection techniques that are com-
monly used in classification-based bug prediction techniques. The techniques
drop unnecessary features until optimal classification performance is achieved.
The total number of features used for training is extensively degraded, often
to fewer than 10 percent of the initial. We also applied a similar technique
using the Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) of the SciKit Learn [59] python
library for reducing the required number of features to obtain the best BIC
detection result.

Wu et al. [79] applied Logistic Regression, Decision Trees, Naive Bayes,
and Bayesian Network (BayesNet) to find the changes which induce crush from
several subject systems. Our work complements the work done by Shivaji et al.
[66] in several ways. Although they added some features from source code
metrics and BOW+ implementation on the source code, they did not focus on
developers’ coding syntax patterns. Besides, they did not normalize the source
code by tokenization [35] to find the optimal feature values. Our study tried
to overcome both limitations by extracting features from the tokenized XML
representation of source code fragments.

Our work also complements prior similar studies in several ways. First, most
of the prior studies tried to detect the likelihood of a commit to bug-inducing
or clean (non-bug-inducing) using only the statistical measures extracted from
the GitHub repositories of the respective subject systems. We added two dif-
ferent types of extra features (Token Sequence-TS and Token Pattern-TP) by
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processing the source code of commit patches. The addition of source code
pattern-based features provides the likelihood of a commit being buggy or not,
and it also provides an idea of which types of source code patterns are more
likely to induce bugs in software systems. We also executed the BIC detec-
tion technique without those features and compared the effect of adding our
features. Our comparisons show we improved the performance of BIC detec-
tion with the addition of source code TS and TP-based features. Second, we
applied the Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) algorithm to investigate the
importance of each feature in an ML-based BIC detection model. Third, we
investigated an approach to find the best features by starting with the top
feature and adding only those features to the list, improving detection per-
formance. After completing the full iteration with all the features, we got
a relatively small list of features providing better BIC detection results. We
believe these additions made this study much more unique compared to the
other related works.

This paper is an improved and rewritten version of a chapter from the
M.Sc. thesis [56] defended by the first author of this paper in September 2020.
The thesis is available online as the official Graduate Theses and Disser-
tations HARVEST by the University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Canada,
which includes two more related studies for detecting and reducing [57] bug
introduction in software systems. Our key focus in these studies is finding new
tools and techniques that can improve the detection and prevention of proba-
ble bug-inducing commits in software systems compared to the existing related
studies. This study is an essential step towards that goal. We proposed two new
types of feature values (Token Sequence-TS and Token Pattern-TP), which can
play an essential role in detecting bug-inducing commits using machine learn-
ing models. Our proposed TS, TP-based source code encoding, can also open
new research directions in source code representation and analysis related to
software bug-proneness and bug-fix patterns [40, 73, 83], which we intend to
do in future research.

6 Conclusion & Future Work

Our investigation introduced two new types of features, one represents the
token sequence of source code (TS), and the other represents the hierarchy
of these tokens (Token Pattern-TP), which we utilized as feature values for
detecting bug inducing commits (BICs) from eight subject systems. Thus, The
feature values of TS and TP represent the developers’ coding syntax style/
patterns. We extracted thousands of bug-inducing and bug-fixing source code
patterns (TP) and their sequences (TS) from the history of these software
projects and applied feature prioritization. We then applied Random For-
est Classifier to detect Bug Inducing Commits (BICs) from the six manually
labeled open-source Java projects using these TS and TP-based and conven-
tionally used GitHub statistics (GS) based feature values. We also applied
five different machine learning based classification models to the two subject
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systems containing automatically labeled bug inducing and clean commits.
Finally, we used the BIC detection results using GS-based feature values as
the baseline and compared them with TS and TP-based results to determine
the performance improvements in detecting buggy commits from the software
systems. Our results and analysis of four research questions show that the
features representing developers’ coding syntax style/ patterns (TS and TP)
can increase the performance of detecting bug-inducing commits (BICs) and
explainability of the detected results compared to the conventional features
(GS) using ML-based detection models.

We also did a significance test of the obtained results using the Wilcoxon
Signed Rank Test and found the increase in F1 scores is statistically signifi-
cant in manually labeled datasets. Therefore, we can conclude that developers’
coding syntax style/ pattern could be crucial for introducing bugs in the soft-
ware systems. It impacts the software quality and reliability. Therefore, new
tools and techniques are required to help software developers avoid risky cod-
ing syntax patterns and sequences that have been found to induce bugs in the
earlier history of software systems.

Another observation in this study with the manually labeled datasets from
the six subject systems in Table 1 is that each software system requires unique
features to provide the best detection results if the dataset size is not big
enough. The size of the best features list is also different. From this observation,
we can conclude that the best feature set and their number depend on how
the software system is maintained and how many data samples are available.
Different developers maintain different software systems. Their coding syntax
style is different; their exposed patterns (TP) and sequences (TS) are also
different; this might be the key reason for this observation. However, using all
the TS and TP features improve BIC detection in both the subject systems
whose datasets have a larger number of data instances in Table 2. Therefore, if
we have larger datasets for training the model using TS and TP-based features,
we get improved buggy commit detection performance without prioritizing the
features.

In our investigation, we use datasets from software projects written in
three different programming languages (i.e., Java, CPP, and Python), and in
all software projects, our proposed source code syntax-based features provided
improved buggy commit detection performance compared to conventionally
used GS features. Our features also perform better when we use a deep
learning-based feature extraction technique using a deep belief network. We
also investigate the explainability of detected buggy commits using the dataset
of one software project, QT. We found the inclusion of TP features provides
better explainability about the reason for detecting a buggy commit compared
to the GS features. In future studies, we also want to extend the explainabil-
ity study using different software projects of different programming languages,
which could provide important insight into fixing the buggy commits auto-
matically using the information of how a commit is identified as buggy by
the machine learning models. Finding the reason for bug-inducing commits in
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the software systems may also lead to finding and automatically correcting
the buggy patterns by utilizing historical similar (cloned) fixes in the code-
base. We also plan to exploit these findings in building IDE-based tools and
libraries so that developers can deal with them right away in the IDE. As part
of this, we will start with an IDE-based clone detection environment [86] with
different visualization support as clone visualizations [2] but attributed with
bug-inducing patterns and integrate different other clone detection tools used
in our studies. We also plan to explore bug-inducing commits in the context of
exception handling [4] or localizing bugs [63] and see to what extent we could
integrate them into the IDE support. We plan to study the relationships and
their insights between bug-inducing patterns and several other related studies,
such as bug propagation through code cloning [52, 55], bug-proneness and late
propagation tendency in clones [54], replication of bugs in clones and micro
clones [29–31] or with those clones that have high possibilities of containing
bugs [53].
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